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Abstract

Current research shows that offering customer support in any form
is a guaranteed means to boost and sustain business growth. Modern
support services are steadily embracing automation to improve effec-
tiveness, support scalability, and reduce costs, with the most promis-
ing approaches leveraging artificial assistants in the form of chatbots
and interactive support services. In this paper, we employ the Design
Science Research method to explore and then practically implement
an original, reusable, re-configurable chatbot platform for designing
and delivering autonomous product and customer support services
leveraging voice interactions. Further, additional focus was placed on
leveraging a scan-to-know information access model, and we especially
considered users operating on mobile computers such as smartphones,
with active connectivity. The implemented chatbot platform was ex-
plored and evaluated from the context of two practical cases; banking
and hotel customer support. Important results obtained included; an
original architecture of an autonomous, natural-interface, reusable and
reconfigurable personal assistant chatbot platform; a working proof-
of-concept reference implementation of the VOSAC, currently pub-
lished and accessible via the Google Play Store; a simple and effica-
cious method of encoding and expressing knowledge in the form of
QAKBs, useful in extending/reconfiguring QAKB-compliant personal
assistants such as the VOSAC, and finally, the realization of a Scan-to-
Know information retrieval method for making access to autonomous
support services more scalable and cheaper to implement.

Keywords: conversational agents, human-computer interaction, question-
answering system, chatbots, knowledgebases, digital voice assistants.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Not all users of a product, or consumers of a service, immediately understand
fully or exploit fully, the product or service at their disposal, even with
extensive experience or familiarity with the concerned product or service [1].

This observation is based on the fact that not all the necessary informa-
tion about a product or service is immediately accessible to the user of a
product, or consumer of a service when it is needed. This is referred to as an
information deficiency problem (IDP) in this research. An IDP could arise
during emergencies, critical or urgent business operations and services.

Such information deficiencies could traditionally be remedied by having
the user of a product, or consumer of a service consult a domain expert, a
product-manual, a customer-support agent or any available documentation
on the product or service [2]. Conventionally, especially for products, such
consultation is called After-Sales-Service (ASS), and for services, typically
called Customer Support Service (CSS).

In the absence of an ASS or CSS human agent, the most natural alterna-
tive is the consultation of printed or written product or service documenta-
tion. Such a need might arise in a situation where a user engages a product
away from its manufacturer or product support team. This documentation
then, traditionally, would be in the form of written manuals accessible as
physical booklets or digital files on electronic media - online or offline.

However, several challenges exist with regards to printed product or ser-
vice documentation, among which the burden of locating, searching and read-
ing relevant information from them put up a barrier for incapable or busy
users. Without special approaches to accessing and presenting such infor-
mation, we argue that IDPs are inevitable, and in the domains of business
especially, such an important matter that needs addressing [1]. This situa-
tion mostly makes sense, when it is assumed that the consumers of support
services are typically human, and thus warrant some careful considerations
when such services are to be designed for the masses.

In this research, we are especially concerned with whether there is a
reusable technology platform that can be leveraged to implement authori-
tative autonomous customer and product support services leveraging voice-
interactions in the form of a chatbot. A reusable platform, because we don’t
wish to address the autonomous support service delivery problem for a spe-
cific or limited domain, but rather, to realize a solution that can be leveraged
for any kind of service or product, with minimal or no fundamental change to
the underlying technology being leveraged. And then finally, we wish to see
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that the manner in which these autonomous support services are delivered to

natural. This is the reason we focus on leveraging simple natural interfaces
such as voice-based interactions via a smartphone-based chat application,
such that the realized platform can serve the majority of end-users with or
without technical dexterity or experience manipulating or interacting with
sophisticated support systems. Essentially, we wish to realize a voice-enabled
reconfigurable support service chatbot platform.

1.2 A Hypothetical Support Assistant Scenario

To put the IDP concept in perspective, consider the following hypothetical
case:

Consider a human-being, operating a remote research office on a faraway
planet or perhaps, on a moon; an astronaut. Consider that access to any
other human while on this job is not immediately possible, and that any as-
sistance or delegation required by the astronaut is via the aid of non-human
automatons - most likely, intelligent machines and software.

Next, conceive of a situation in which the astronaut wishes to share vital
information, with a colleague or affiliate team somewhere else, significantly
removed from their station - on a mother ship in orbit perhaps, or back on
their home planet. Further, consider that the only available means of such
long-distance communication is via the operation of a specially designed In-
terplanetary Information Transmission Antenna (IITA), that is part of their
mission-support-kit.

However, if it were the case, that upon attempting to engage and use the
IITA, it instead malfunctions. The astronaut might have no better option
than to troubleshoot; establish how to remedy or by-pass problem. For such
troubleshooting, we could conceive of a specially crafted mission-support as-
sistant technology that the researcher could engage. They would use it to
obtain knowledge or tips on how-to resolve the problem.

1.3 The Proposed Idea and Solution

This support assistant could be in the form of an Information-Reference and
Lookup Booklet (IRLB), or as is proposed in this paper, as an automaton
either embodied as a standalone physical robot with voice-interaction capa-
bilities or as a Voice Operated Support Assistant (VOSA) running on the
astronaut’s mobile computer.

In the case where the support assistant is a VOSA, the astronaut might
go about their IITA troubleshooting operation or IDP solution thus;

their human end-users, is humanized [3];ergonomic, economic and especially
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1. Using voice, they inform the VOSA about the observed malfunction in
the IITA.

2. The VOSA analyzes the input utterance, extracts relevant cues about
an information lookup request, and using this, together with a knowl-
edge model it has access to, finally identifies which particular informa-
tion is needed by the user to solve the problem.

3. The VOSA then compiles and reports a solution back to them if found

4. If there is still need, a further query might be posed to the VOSA so
as to further clarify or resolve the problem.

2 Related Works

2.1 Introduction

This chapter treats of the matter of existing literature, research and formal
ideas relating to the VOSA concept and technology as expressed in this
paper.

2.2 Related Assistant Technologies in Practice

Superior after-sales service (ASS) can boost both first-time and repeat sales,
thereby increasing marketshare [4]. This definitely means, whether it is big
corporations, lean startups or cottage industries, the relevance of offering
customer support in some form can’t be ignored if business growth and prof-
itability are desired. However, it is not only for business purposes that sup-
port services might be needed. Governments and even Non-Governmental
Organizations which conduct or extend services to the public also have a
serious need for support services either as part of service continuity, sensiti-
zation efforts or as information gathering mechanisms that are part of bigger
undertakings [5] [6].

Providing ASS as part of product support, or customer service support
(CSS) in the case of services, is an activity that could leverage automation
for the sake of business sustainability, but also as a means of ensuring scal-
ability and timeliness of service delivery. It has been argued that investing
in chatbots as opposed to investment in human-backed CSS delivers a more
effective solution [7]. Chatbots, which are the way in which most virtual
assistants are implemented nowadays, come in various forms; some support
text-only interactions, others will support both text and voice inputs or com-
mands, and others only handle voice interaction. However, further advances
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in this area have seen the arrival of chatbots with immersive and natural
interfaces beyond just voice and text. One very promising and disruptive
chatbot technology in this space is Replika [8], launched in 2017, and said
to have as many as 10 million active users as of 2022 [9]. This new genera-
tion of chatbots offer augemented reality and virtual reality interfaces that
allow the artificial assistant or companion to merge more naturally with the
human user’s environment, and this further enhances the conversations and
emotional, psychological impact the artificial agent has on the person. In the
case of support services, definitely, these advances make automation-driven
customer support ever closer to or as realistic as traditional human-driven
support - with even face-to-face interactivity between human and artificial
intelligence becoming more tolerable, emotive and to some observers, per-
haps even spiritual [9]. Other promising chatbot technologies important to
be aware of include Kiku (also known as “Mitsuku”), Zeve and others [10].
An important observation to make about most of these emerging chatbot
technologies though, is that they have focused more on filling the “artificial
companion” role, with most aiming at realizing an artificial friend for their
human users, and less on filling critical business roles such as customer or
product support, which is the focus of our research interests.

That virtual assistants have a serious role to play in modern commerce
and social life in general can’t be taken for granted anymore. Though several
applications exist that have attempted to introduce use of virtual assistants
in business contexts, we shall explore a few that are representative of the
general trend. Of major interest to us shall be those assistant technologies
that have endeavored to leverage natural interfaces employing voice.

It must be understood that voice interactivity is largely underpinned by
text-driven interactions such as traditional chatbots leverage - typically, the
voice interactivity manifests in the form of text-to-speech (TTS) and speech-
to-text (STT) mechanisms [11]. For example, embedding virtual assistants in
e-commerce websites, or any website for that matter, in the form of embodied
conversation entities (ECA)[12] is one way the concept of Voice Operated
Support Assistants (VOSA) could be realized; merely adding a layer of STT
and TTS would then make such ECA voice-operable. To illustrate these
points, consider popular virtual assistants such as Cortana, Alexa, Siri and
Google Assistant that all support voice interaction as part of their core user
experience [13].

However, not all virtual assistants need leverage voice. The case of
Adobot, a CSS chatbot for Adobe’s Photoshop is based on text-based ques-
tions from the user, and text output in the form of answers based on a
Question-Answer Knowledge Base (QAKB) for the software package [14].
However, where possible, it can be argued that the addition of voice-interaction
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increases user engagement with the virtual assistant [15] [16], makes user-
support more humane, and also exposes virtual support services to users
that can’t either type or those that are blind but can talk and hear [16].
Definitely, this later case is also a boost to designing with accessibility in
mind - an aspect of modern product and service design that can’t be taken
for granted anymore [17].

Further, it is of importance to consider whether these virtual assistants
need be implemented directly within, alongside or independently of the prod-
uct or service they offer support for. For example, in the case of software
products or digital services, some virtual assistants are being integrated di-
rectly into the core of associated operating systems; the case of Cortana for
Windows, Siri for Apple and Google Assistant for the case of Android are
common examples [18]. It might also be the case that a product’s virtual
support assistant is implemented independently of the product, and can be
used away from it. This is the case with one documented Question-Answer
chatbot designed to support users of Adobe’s Photoshop application [14].
In the more typical cases though, virtual assistants have been designed to
integrate directly with the operating system where supported products and
services run, and in these cases, the virtual assistant becomes a feature of
the operating system and not a particular product or service.

Where such virtual assistants are part of an operating system, it might be
the case that they offer support across several products and services at once;
for example, for Android users, the Google Assistant can be leveraged to find
and dial contacts, perform internet searches via Google’s search engine, but
could also be used to launch non-Google-related apps the user has installed
on their phone. In a more general sense, it is possible to design virtual
assistants that support products across multiple vendors - implying that
building a single, generic virtual assistant solution - especially in the manner
of a platform that others can leverage to build support services on-top of,
could have impact across several businesses, domains, product and service
lines, especially where configurability or adaptability is designed into the
assistant technology. A documented case is that of Window’s Cortana, which
can also support Google’s Android products, or the case of Amazon’s Alexa,
that supports both Amazon’s technologies such as Resound and Fire, but
also Android and iOS PDAs [13]. The idea of designing artificial support
services or virtual assistants as a service or platform that can be leveraged
by several entities or for arbitrary ends has already been explored by some
recent research work in the chatbot-platforms domain[19].

Next, we must consider the issue of how these virtual assistants obtain or
generate their information in response to user queries or interactions. First, it
must be noted that these virtual assistants are as intelligent as the knowledge
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Chatbot/
Assistant
Technology

Accessibility
Supported
Interactions

Conversation
Mode

Knowledge
Modelling

Target
Scenarios

Interaction
Link

Replika
Web, Mobile,
VR

Textual,
Vocal,
Visual

Multi-turn
Large Language Model;
GPT-2[26]

Psychological Support,
Artificial Companion,
IDP Solver

https://replika.ai/

Kiku
(“Mitsuku”)

Web
Textual,
Vocal,
Visual

Single-Turn Knowledge Base[28]
Artificial Companion,
IDP Solver

https://chat.kuki.ai/chat

Cortana Desktop
Textual,
Vocal,
Visual

Single-Turn Neural Network[29]
Customer Support,
Artificial Companion,
IDP Solver

https://apps.microsoft.com/detail/9nffx4szz23l

SIRI Mobile
Textual,
Vocal

Multi-turn Knowledge Graph[30]
Artificial Companion,
Product Support,
IDP Solver

https://www.apple.com/siri/

Google
Assistant

Mobile
Textual,
Vocal,
Visual

Multi-turn
Deep Neural Networks
(DNN)[27]

Artificial Companion,
Product Support,
IDP Solver

https://assistant.google.com/

VOSAC Mobile
Textual,
Vocal

Single-Turn
Question-Answer Knowledge Base
(QA corpus)[25]

Artificial Companion,
General Support,
finite-IDP Solver

https://bit.ly/4vosac

Table 1: Assistant Chatbot Technologies Summarized

they have access to [20]. For example, this means that unless a knowledge
base about a product or service exists that the virtual assistant has access to,
it might not make sense or might be ineffective to use the assistant to offer
support related to that domain. And even where such a knowledge base for a
particular service or product exists, errors, inconsistencies or omissions in the
knowledge itself might impact the relevance and reliability of the associated
assistant or its virtual support services.

Concerning methods for compiling or building knowledge that powers
a virtual assistant, the literature talks of two basic categories of knowledge
bases; manually created knowledge bases and automatically generated knowl-
edge bases [20]. The first category might include rule-based knowledge sys-
tems in which the behavior and interactivity of the virtual assistant is based
on logic and knowledge hardcoded into the system, or might be of the kind
where the assistant references explicitly expressed question and answers as
are found in a Frequently-Asked-Questions manual or on web-powered infor-
mation catalogs as are found on Question-Answer websites [21] [22]. In the
case of auto-generated knowledge-bases, trends include using of web-scraping
technologies to generate large corpora of information based on disparate in-
formation sources from across the internet, in online-accessible books as well
as human interactions on social media as an example[23] [24]. In this later
case, also modern methods include building Knowledge Bases from Question-
Answer corpora - which have been referred to as KBQA[25], use of Neural
Networks trained on large texts and online content such as with Large Lan-
guage Models such as GPT[26] or other machine learning methods such as
with Google’s use of Deep Neural Networks for the Google Assistant[27].

In general, we summarize the key aspects of the virtual assistant tech-
nology field covered in this chapter, with Table 1, which attempts to con-
trast several popular assistant technologies in the form of chatbots against
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each other, with major focus on; how these technologies are accessed; which
kinds of interaction interfaces they support; how their knowledge is modelled;
whether or not they support single-turn or multi-turn conversations [31], as
well as what kinds of major use-case categories they fit in.

3 The Proposed VOSA System

3.1 Overview of the System

Based on our understanding of the requirements for the VOSA, as well as
what we knew of existing, related virtual support technologies, the design
and implementation of a real VOSA takes the form described in the rest of
this chapter.

First of all, the VOSA system basically consists of two major components
- a subsystem for creating and managing knowledge models also known as
“knowledge bases”, and then a client subsystem for querying those models
so as to offer real-time answers to users, in response to queries they pose
about a topic in the models. The client is called a VOSA Client or simply
“VOSAC”.

3.2 VOSA Ecosystem Architecture

At its simplest, the VOSA is a system for information storage, querying
and retrieval, with the key distinction that both querying and presentation
of information is conducted with voice as the primary interface, and that
there is no strict or formal query language employed by the user except
natural language such as English. Essentially, the VOSA offers a Natural
User Interface (NUI) [32] with which one can access information in one or
more knowledge bases.

The information storage in a VOSA ecosystem could dwell directly on
the clients - such as when a VOSAC holds cached or pre-loaded knowl-
edge bases (KBs), though, because the system is expected to be readily
extensible and also user-configurable in terms of which KBs it queries or
references in real-life usage - thus adaptable, the use of online or over-the-
network KBs is a key aspect of the VOSA architecture, so that some form
of centralized KB access and management - creation, dispatch and update
of standardized knowledge bases, is possible without having to directly ma-
nipulate the ones held on VOSACs. Essentially, this calls for some sort of
subscribe-pull or subscribe-push client-KB-update mechanism in the VOSA
ecosystem, and as shall be seen when we explore and discuss the reference
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implementation of a VOSAC in section 3.4, the clients essentially subscribe
to a Question-Answer-Knowledgebase (QAKB) via a QAKB Quick-Response
Code (QAKB-QRCODE), and then can later pull any published updates as-
sociated with the QAKB from a networked server holding the QAKB, also
known as a QAKB Hosting Server (QAKBHS).

In a typical VOSA ecosystem, it is expected that one or a few QAKBHS
serve an arbitrary number of clients such as VOSACs, QAKB-Importers,
QAKB Processors and such related technologies. The QAKBHS can be seen
as a web service in the sense that it helps to publish, advertise and also serve
QAKBs in a managed client-server kind of architecture.

Figure 1 expresses this architecture diagrammatically, and the two major
subsystems in the ecosystem are hereafter discussed.

Figure 1: VOSA Ecosystem Architecture
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3.3 QAKBHS: The VOSA Management Server

To facilitate centralized administration and management of the key arti-
facts in a VOSA ecosystem - which are the knowledgebases and the QAKB-
QRCODEs used to access them, the QAKBHS exists. In essence, this server
offers QAKB authors and administrators an interface that allows a knowledge
model for a specific topic to be designed, and which can then be published
in a streamlined way. Because the QAKBHS handles the QAKB editing
and management facilities in a VOSA ecosystem, this subsystem then, is de-
signed to be accessible to and only used by the content-managers and not the
customers or users for whom the support services are being designed. The
QAKBHS server then, has a public interface accessible via a standard web
browser (which in Figure 1 is labelled “QAKBHS Public Interface”), that
offers facilities for browsing one or more QAKBs, adding new ones, deleting
or updating existing QAKBs.

The actual QAKB is designed as a structure that holds the name and
type of the knowledge model, and then a set of QAKB entries where each
entry consists of a primary question, a single answer, and zero, one or more
alternative questions - also known as “secondary questions”, that relate to the
primary question or are alternative ways of phrasing the primary question.
An example of a QAKB structure conforming to this specification is shown in
Appendix A.1. The preview and editing of these QAKB entries is what the
“QA Engine” in Figure 1 is for; Q-Input maps to the primary question, AQ-
Input to the alternative questions and then A-Input to the answer associated
with a QAKB entry.

Besides offering the QAKB management interface to content administra-
tors, the QAKB Manager also interacts with a database to read and store
QAKB data in response to requests either via the management interface
or via an HTTP API that VOSA clients use to fetch published knowledge
models. We shall refer to this API as the QAKB API.

As shall be seen in section 3.4 on the VOSAC, the only way that a client
first discovers a QAKB is via the scanning of a published QAKB-QRCODE.
The only thing special about these QRCODES is that they encode the basic
information required by the clients to fetch and present a published QAKB:
the name of a QAKB; the type of the QAKB (standard options include
“Product”, “Service” and “Topic”); the fully qualified URL pointing to a
network resource via which the full contents of the QAKB can be fetched via
HTTP(S) from a QAKBHS.

It is the purpose of the QAKBHS to encode this information into a QR-
CODE so that all a client needs do is scan the QRCODE and then learn
about or access the published QAKB. In the reference implementation of
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the VOSA, this QAKB header information is encoded as a JSON object be-
fore being encoded visually as a QRCODE. An example of the standard way
in which such a QAKB header is encoded is shown in Listing 1, and the
associated QAKB-QRCODE is shown in Figure 2.

Of course, once generated - typically from the QAKBHS, a QAKB-QRCODE
can then be printed in any manner - say on a wall, t-shirt, business card,
product package, restaurant menu, on a website, on social-media pages, etc,
independently of the QAKBHS, so that anyone with a QRCODE-scanner can
read its contained QAKB header information. However, under ordinary or
standard circumstances, a QAKB-QRCODE-aware client such as a VOSAC
is used to read and act upon the code and its contents, as by standard VOSA
protocols. In the next section then, we introduce and explore the VOSAC,
and how such interactions as the ones described above actually happen.

Listing 1: Menuza Bytes CSS QAKB-QRCODE contents - an example of
QAKB Header Info

{
‘ ‘ name ” : ‘ ‘MENUZA INTELLIGENCE” ,
‘ ‘ kind ” : ‘ ‘SERVICE” ,
‘ ‘ u r l ” : ‘ ‘ ht tps : // qakbhs . chwezi . tech / api /qakb/2/”

}

Figure 2: VOSAC-compatible Standard
QAKB-QRCODE Example for accessing Customer

Support Services at a Hotel

3.4 VOSAC: The VOSA Client

To interact with a VOSA ecosystem from an end-user context, special soft-
ware that is capable of voice-mediated information querying, retrieval and
presentation is required. In the reference implementation of a VOSA system,
this role is played by a special mobile application that is called the “VOSAC”.

The internal architecture of a standard VOSAC is presented in Figure 1,
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and as can be seen, consists of a non-trivial composition of several specialized
components as we shall now discuss.

3.5 Key VOSAC Components And Their Relation To
The Typical VOSAC-User Interaction Process

Consider a scenario of a user interacting with a VOSAC at a restaurant, to
quickly learn about the active menu options on a particular day. For this
scenario, the essential steps of the process are as such:

1. User has an information deficiency problem (IDP): for example, they
don’t know what the active menu is at the restaurant on a particular
day.

2. Restaurant offers automated, self-help customer support services (CSS)
via the standard VOSAC for any interested customers or persons.

3. The associated business has published their CSS knowledge base via a
QAKBHS accessible via the public internet and thus have a QAKB-
QRCODE for their customers to interact with.

4. The CSS QAKB-QRCODE has been printed and is displayed in customer-
accessible areas such as on the restaurant website or on physical mate-
rials at the business premises or in their neighborhood - e.g on notice-
boards, on on-wall TV displays, in brochures, or on business cards.

5. The customer has been directed to where they can obtain a VOSAC
- for example, a download link to the VOSAC is on the restaurant’s
website or that it is assumed the customers already have or know where
and how to obtain/install a VOSAC - say, via public app repositories
and stores, or scan-to-download QRCODE messages.

6. The customer then, starts their VOSAC, and using which, they scan
the displayed business CSS QAKB-QRCODE so as to access customer
support information in relation their IDP.

7. To read a displayed QAKB-QRCODE, the VOSAC uses a standard
QRCODE scanner, that knows to input a QRCODE image, and out-
put its contents as text. Once the text in the QAKB-QRCODE (QAK-
BQRC) is obtained, this is then forwarded to the QAKBQRC Processor
for interpretation.
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8. The QAKBQRC Processor then extracts the essential information, such
as the type and location of the actual QAKB resource over the network,
and forwards this to the QAKBHS Resolver.

9. The QAKBHS Resolver uses an HTTP Client to query and fetch the
QAKB via the network, from the associated QAKBHS, and then for-
wards the returned QAKB data payload to the QAKB Importer.

10. The QAKB Importer then takes that QAKB data and in coordination
with the QAKB Processor, writes it to a local, on-client database called
the QAKB Cache.

11. Now that the VOSAC knows about the CSS knowledge base, it can
present the user with an interface where the user can activate, de-
activate, delete or update the cached QAKB at will. This function-
ality is what the QAKB Browser is for. Additionally, for alternative,
offline-compatible sharing and loading of previously cached QAKBs,
the VOSAC would offer a QAKB Exporter facility that takes all ac-
tively cached QAKBs on the VOSAC and locally saves them in a stan-
dard format in a file on the client device. The QAKB Importer then,
can later be used to read such locally stored QAKB collections and
thus initiate or restore a VOSAC’s access to one or more knowledge
bases in a single import operation as opposed to scanning multiple
QAKB-QRCODEs.

12. To start Question-Answer (QA) interaction with the VOSAC, the user
needs to first activate one or more QAKBs via the QAKB Browser, then
launch the VOSAC’s QA interface that is powered by the QA Engine.
In the reference implementation of the VOSAC, the QA Engine presents
a NUI in in the form of a voice and visual feedback interface (the A-
Output component) that is used to echo to the user both the question
and answer to the question, and then a voice-only input facility (Q-
Input), that uses the client’s microphone to capture the user’s questions
or utterances, and then encodes them into text that the QA Engine
understands, by leveraging Speech-to-Text (STT) facilities of the client
device. The A-Output similarly employs the device’s Text-to-Speech
(TTS)facility so as to take textual outputs from the QA Engine and
speak them out to the user via natural language.

13. The user then – possibly a customer in this case, posses their question
to the VOSAC: for example, they speak out loud the question: “What
is on the menu today?”
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14. The Q-Input captures their utterance, forwards it to the QA-Engine as
text, the QA Engine interacts with the QAKB Processor to then locate
or generate the most suitable answer based on the active QAKBs in the
QAKB Cache, and once this answer is computed as text, the A-Output
speaks it out to the user as natural language: for example, the VOSAC
answers back “On the Menu today are snacks, sandwiches, a luncheon,
tea and coffee.”

15. If the answer from the VOSAC addresses the user’s IDP, the VOSA-
session might stop there (say the user closes the VOSAC application),
otherwise, the user might either pose the same question differently or
pose a different question altogether, to attempt to get a different or
better answer, in which case the same process repeats as from step 1,
but with some intermediate steps such as #2-12 being omitted from the
process on subsequent interactions - such as when the required QAKB
has already been fetched and is up-to-date; in which case steps #2-
11 can be omitted. However, when the active QAKB list needs to be
tweaked - such as when the IDP to be solved relates to a different or
several QAKBs already cached, then step #12 might also need to be
repeated, before the user can proceed to step #13.

4 Discussion and Future Work

Based on lab and field explorations of VOSA technology, several challenges
were encountered - some related to the actual design of the VOSA, others
to the process employed in interacting with or applying VOSA in real-life
scenarios. We shall briefly highlight these, together with potential solutions,
as well as opportunities for advancing the VOSA and/or related technologies.

First of all, the VOSAC can import QAKBs from any network-accessible
source. However, there is no client-side ability to export or import QAKBs
from local storage. First, on-device servers and manually constructed QAKB-
QRCODEs may be able to overcome this limitation. Second, in circum-
stances when a QAKBHS is not practical, employing JSON-hosting services
that allow a well-formatted QAKB definition to be accessed by URL as raw
text or JSON would solve this problem.

When numerous user-activated QAKBs match a single question presented
to the VOSAC, the VOSAC may return any of the potential solutions. One
practical remedy for this, is to activate only one, or a limited number of
QAKBs on the VOSAC during a QA session, thus giving the user control
over which solution space the VOSAC utilises during the session. If a user-
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posed question does not match any QA-entry in a VOSAC’s active QAKBs,
the VOSAC will respond with an echo of the question or a default response
for certain hard-coded QA-scenarios (e.g., ”How are you?”, ”What is your
name?”, ”What time is it?”). A more effective remedy might be to fallback
to an autonomous general intelligence service, such as the Google Search
API - which can generally offer useful responses to arbitrary user-posed
queries when no relevant user-configured knowledge model is available on
the VOSAC, or perhaps falling-back to some well-tuned alternative knowl-
edge model such as the popular GPT or another custom Large Language
Model (LLM).

Currently, there is no real language-agnostic way to define QAKBs except
English, when targeting the reference implementation of a VOSAC. This issue
is intimately related to the way in which the VOSAC’s QA-voice interface
works; the inputs are presumed to be English by default, and so the Speech-
To-Text conversion employed applies an English grammar model regardless
of the language in which the user presents their queries. Furthermore, even if
the content administrators publish a QAKB in a non-English language, such
as French or Swahili, at the point of solving the user-query-QA-entry match
relative to the active QAKBs, the reference implementation of a VOSAC
expects that the QAKB is composed of English questions and answers, and
so English-tuned Natural Language Processing (NLP) can be applied. Thus,
legitimate user-query-QA-entry matches might be missed even where they
should exist based on the active QAKBs. To make the VOSAC and its
NLP mechanism language-agnostic at runtime, one potential approach is to
develop some sort of language-configuration or language-setting mechanism
at the VOSAC level, or to construct QAKBs with a language setting in their
specification useful in detecting and resolving these anomalies.

The current VOSAC implementation can’t accept typed questions even
though it has a facility for echoing a user’s parsed query and the resultant
resolved answer as visually-perceptible text. This was an ergonomic de-
sign choice; to encourage VOSA usage to predominantly or exclusively be a
hands-free user experience especially during the QA-sessions, and to lower
the engagement barrier for illiterate and semi-literate users that can often
readily converse or listen to English (and or other natural languages), but
have difficulty typing or reading text. The VOSA technology is meant to
offer support services in the widest usage contexts, which might also include
children and people with some incapacitation.
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5 Conclusion

Sufficient customer and product support can boost the expansion and prof-
itability of a business. The objective of this project, which employed the
Design Science Research methodology, was to theoretically investigate and
subsequently implement a technique for providing users with instantaneous,
autonomous support services through voice interactions with a virtual as-
sistant on internet-connected mobile computers such as smartphones. A
reference implementation of the standalone, natural-interface, reusable, and
reconfigurable VOSA chatbot is now available through the Google Play Store.
Other significant contributions made by this research include a straightfor-
ward and effective method of encoding and expressing knowledge in the form
of QAKBs, which can then be used to tune, re-purpose, or reconfigure QAKB-
compliant chatbots such as the VOSAC. Finally, a scan-to-know method -
for accessing and retrieving information, was realized. According to our
evaluations, using client-side knowledge model caches, QRCODEs, and APIs
improved the accessibility, effectiveness, and scalability of product and cus-
tomer support services noticeably. This technology requires further study
and development in aspects such as the reduction of false positives during
user-query resolution, as well as enabling more intelligent, naturalistic multi-
turn conversations, such as those now possible in some contemporary virtual
assistants and chatbots.

Appendices

A.1 Standard QAKBData Format via QAKBHS-

QAKB API

Originally retrieved via the online reference implementation of a QAKBHS
1 , this QAKB Data Payload describes a knowledge model, expressed as
a QAKB, that is used in customer support and after-sales services for the
business calculator 256 BC popular in Uganda.

Listing 2: Example QAKB Specification: 256 BC QAKB
{

”name” : ”256 BC QAKB” ,
”kind ” : ”PRODUCT” ,
”qa ” : [

{
” id ” : 1 ,
”q ” : ”How do I s t a r t the app ?” ,

1https://qa.chwezi.tech/api/qakb/1/
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”a ” : ”To s t a r t the 256 BC ca l c u l a t o r app , nav igate to your phone ’ s l i s t o f apps ,
and c l i c k on the app with the name \”256 BC\”” ,

”aq ” : [ ]
} ,
{

” id ” : 2 ,
”q ” : ”How do c l e a r the sc r een ?” ,
”a ” : ”To c l e a r the sc r een a f t e r c a l c u l a t i n g or en t e r i ng some input on the

ca l cu l a t o r , c l i c k on the button l a b e l l e d \”C−L−R\”” ,
”aq ” : [ ]

} ,
{

” id ” : 3 ,
”q ” : ”How do I convert between US Do l l a r s and Uganda S h i l l i n g s ?” ,
”a ” : ”To convert between US Do l l a r s and Uganda Sh i l l i n g s , use one o f the two

buttons in the bottom−r i gh t corner o f the c a l c u l a t o r i n t e r f a c e . To convert
from Sh i l l i n g s to Dol lars , c l i c k \”UGX˜$\” , and from Do l l a r s to Sh i l l i n g s ,
c l i c k \”$˜UGX\” .” ,

”aq ” : [
”How to perform currency conver s ion ?” ,
”Forex exchange method on 256 BC?” ,
”Foreign Currency c a l c u l a t i o n s ”

]
}

]
}
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